A seismic isolated structure is usually a long-period structural system, which may encounter a lowfrequency resonance problem when subjected to a near-fault earthquake that usually has a long-period pulse-like waveform. This long-period wave component may result in an enlargement of the base displacement and a decrease of the isolation efficiency. To overcome this problem, a rolling-based seismic isolator, referred to as roll-n-cage (RNC) isolator, has been recently proposed. The RNC isolator has a built-in buffer (braking) mechanism that limits the peak isolator displacements under severe earthquakes and prevents adjacent structural pounding. This paper addresses the problem of passive and hybrid mitigation of the potential inner pounding of the self-braking RNC isolator under near-fault earthquakes. Numerical results show that the RNC isolator can intrinsically limit the isolator displacements under near-fault earthquakes with less severe inner pounding using additional hysteretic damping and active control forces.
Introduction
In earthquake-prone areas, civil structures experience exceptional loading conditions that may result in wide undesirable losses and damage. Seismic isolation systems are essentially designed to preserve structural safety, prevent occupants' injury and properties' damage. The major concept in base isolation is to diminish the fundamental frequency of structural vibration to a value lower than the dominant energy frequencies of earthquake ground motions [1] . However, seismically isolated structures are expected to experience large displacements relative to the ground especially under near-fault (NF) earthquakes. The NF ground motions are characterized by one or more intense long-period velocity and displacement pulses, which lead to a large isolator displacement [2, 3] . Such large displacements are accommodated by providing a sufficient seismic gap around the isolated structure. In some cases, the width of the provided seismic gap is limited due to practical constraints. Therefore, a reasonable concern is the possibility of pounding of seismically isolated structures with the surrounding adjacent structures during severe seismic excitations such as NF ground motion earthquakes.
Regarding pounding, significant research works have been reported for the case of conventional buildings, like for instance [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , where adjacent buildings are connected through damping devices. In the context of earthquake-induced pounding of base isolated structures, in [10] , the author simulated the superstructure of an isolated building as a continuous shear beam in order to investigate the effects of pounding on structural response. A very high acceleration response was observed during pounding with the surrounding retaining wall at the isolation level. Similar work was done by Malhotra [11] , where it was found that the base shear forces increase with the stiffness of the isolated structure or the surrounding retaining wall. The seismic response of multi-story building supported on various base isolation systems during impact with adjacent structures was studied by Matsagar and Jangid [12] . It was observed that superstructure acceleration increases with the increase of the isolation gap up to a certain value and then the acceleration decreases with further increase of gap, and the effects of impact are found to be severe for the system with flexible superstructure, increased number of stories and greater stiffness of the adjacent structure. In [13] , the earthquake induced pounding in friction varying base isolated buildings was investigated. They found that the impact force is very high when the sliding friction coefficient is constant. However, the impact force is quite low when the friction coefficient is allowed to vary Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/soildyn with velocity. Through parametric analysis, Komodromos et al. studied the effects of pounding of a seismically isolated building with the surrounding retaining wall [14, 15] , revealing the damaging effects of structural impact on the effectiveness of seismic isolation. The pounding of an isolated building with adjacent structures was studied in [16] . It was found that if a sufficient gap is provided, with which pounding with the surrounding moat wall at the base of the building could be avoided, this does not ensure that the building will not eventually collide with neighboring buildings due to the deformations of their superstructures.
A new seismic isolation device, called roll-n-cage (RNC) isolator, has been recently proposed in [17] [18] [19] [20] . Fig. 1 illustrates three possible typical configurations, where essentially a rolling body with a special quasi-elliptical geometry is nested between two upper and lower plates. The RNC isolator provides in a single unit all the necessary functions of rigid support, horizontal flexibility with enhanced stability and energy dissipation characteristics, in addition to an integrated buffer mechanism. This mechanism is built by a proper geometric design of the rolling body and the lower and upper plates, as shown in Fig. 2 . The two main advantages of incorporating the buffer mechanism into the RNC isolator are as follows:
1. To limit the base displacement under severe earthquakes stronger than the design earthquake. This helps avoiding large unrecoverable base displacements. 2. To restrict the potential pounding (if any), under severe earthquakes, within the RNC isolator bounds. This aims to keep the adjacent structural pounding away from happening in order to minimize or even avoid the very likely damage due to structural pounding.
The above second advantage may require the price of internal shocks between parts of the isolator, see Fig. 2 . This paper is concerned with analyzing and mitigating the severity of such shocks and investigating their influence in the effectiveness of the RNC device for achieving a satisfactory structural isolation.
The approach proposed in this paper for reducing the internal pounding is twofold: first, by using purely passive means, and second by adding feedback active control forces. In the passive mode, the paper investigates the ability of the provided damping mechanism of the isolator, by means of metallic hysteretic dampers arranged around the rolling body as seen in Fig. 1 , to reduce the bearing displacement to be within affordable limits to avoid pounding. In the active mode, the paper proposes the application of a supplementary active force to control (reduce) the isolated base displacement just before attaining the design bearing displacement (Δ in Fig. 2 ) to reduce the possibility of pounding and its effect on the isolated superstructure. Two control laws are studied, both using velocity feedback since velocity is directly related to the kinetic energy, which governs the degree of pounding severity.
Combinations of passive base isolators and feedback controllers (applying active or semi-active forces) have been proposed in recent years [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The basic conceptual idea behind these hybrid schemes is that, although a base isolator can reduce by itself both the inter-story drift and the structural accelerations if it is well designed, significant base displacements may happen, particularly under sever of near-fault ground motions. The role of feedback control is to introduce supplementary forces to control such large base displacements. In the same vein, in this paper, hybrid combination of passive and active control is investigated to benefit from the unique features of RNC isolation concept while limiting potential inner pounding.
The paper is written incorporating the different elements of the study in a constructive manner. In Section 2 several near-fault ground motions are defined, which are used for numerical testing. Section 3 describes the case study building and gives the details of the RNC devices used for the seismic isolation. Section 4 is devoted to the passive solution to the pounding problem, where the influence of the hysteric dampers is studied. The hybrid solution is developed in Section 5. In both Sections 4 and 5, extensive numerical studies are performed to demonstrate an effective compromise in reducing the bearing displacements (internal pounding) while ensuring isolation efficiency in terms of peak structural absolute accelerations. Conclusions and practical issues derived from the study are given in Section 6.
Near-fault ground motions
NF ground motions are characterized by one or more intense long-period velocity and displacement pulses that can lead to a large isolator displacement [2, 3] . Therefore, five NF ground motions of different intensities and various velocity and displacement pulses are considered to assess the performance of the RNC isolator damping and buffer mechanisms. These NF ground motions were obtained from the near-most station to the fault rupture, with intensities that range from 0.27g to 1.23g to represent small to severe intensity earthquakes. The peak ground accelerations (PGA), velocities (PGV) and displacements (PGD) against their corresponding time instants of each ground motion are listed in Table 1 . The measurement of the intensity of NF ground motions by Makris and Black [28] revealed that the peak ground acceleration is a better representative intensity measure than the peak ground velocity. Accordingly, the used NF ground motions are sorted by their PGA in an ascending order.
Modeling of RNC isolator
The RNC isolator is a recently proposed seismic isolator [17] [18] [19] , see Fig. 1 . Its motion mechanism is rolling-based to achieve minimal structure-ground or superstructure-substructure coupling in horizontal direction. The unique configuration of the rolling body provides a built-in linear gravity-based recentering mechanism and an energy absorbing braking mechanism (buffer) with the help of hyperelastic pads that cover the inner faces of upper and lower bearing plates. Vibration damping takes place through a series of metallic hysteretic dampers arranged around the rolling body with certain shape, see Fig. 1 . The shape of the metallic yield dampers was chosen to provide adequate length for extension during motion, reduce stress concentrations at bends and to force the dampers to deform away from the rolling body, therefore, they never touch each other. The RNC isolator generates no vertical acceleration components out from the horizontal ground motions due to the carefully designed curvatures of the inner faces of upper and lower bearing plates. Those curvatures absorb exactly the gradually developed uplift that results in rolling of the quasi-ellipsoidal rolling body keeping the same vertical offset between lower-most and uppermost surfaces of the RNC isolator. More detailed description and thorough treatment of the RNC isolator is found in [29] .
The restoring force of the RNC isolator, F b , is of hysteretic nature, [18, 19] , and it has three main components:
Hysteretic restoring component of RNC isolator
First, the hysteretic component, F bH , is related to the metallic yield dampers, which represent the main source of energy dissipation, Fig. 3(a) . It is defined as the sum of the horizontal components ∑ nd i ¼ 1 F dh of the damper force F d , where nd is the number of dampers, see Fig. 3(b) . This hysteretic component, F bH , is adequately simulated mathematically by the standard form of the Bouc-Wen model of smooth hysteresis [30, 31] as
where x is the displacement, z is an auxiliary variable, F bH is the isolator restoring force due to hysteretic yield dampers, αkx is the elastic force component, _ z denotes the time derivative, n 4 1 is a parameter that governs the smoothness of the transition from elastic to plastic response (yielding exponent), D y 4 0 is the yield constant displacement and 0 oα o 1 represents the post-to preyielding stiffness ratio (k p =k e ), while A, β and γ are nondimensional parameters that govern the shape and size of the hysteresis loop.
Recentering restoring component of RNC isolator
The second component of the restoring force, F bR , is due to the quasi-ellipsoidal configuration of the rolling body (core) that provides the RNC isolator with a linear built-in gravity-based recentering mechanism as shown in Fig. 4 . The intention beyond the integration of such mechanism is to prevent having residual displacements after the earthquake and also to help reducing the peak isolator's displacement. The eccentricity provided by the quasi-ellipsoidal configuration together with the downward structural weight W s and the upward reaction R form a restoring couple M res opposite to the rotating couple as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) and (c).
According to the available literature, elliptically shaped supports have two main drawbacks: (1) the supported structure vibrates as a simple pendulum having a unique vibration period, which causes resonance if it is close to the dominant period of the exciting earthquake. (2) They suffer an increasing vertical uplift as they move horizontally, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) . This generates undesired vertical acceleration component from the horizontal motion component, which may cause discomfort to occupants besides being harmful to motion-sensitive inner equipment.
The quasi-ellipsoidal RNC isolator was designed to eliminate the above drawbacks as it exhibits no vertical uplift during motion and has no fixed vibration period, while maintaining the advantage of eccentricity. This is attributed to the carefully designed curvatures of the inner faces, facing the rolling core, of the upper and lower bearing plates, as shown in Fig. 6 . Such curvatures absorb the gradually increasing uplift that develops as a result of the quasi-ellipsoidal core rolling. Therefore, the RNC isolator rolls as a sphere with no vertical uplift nor fixed vibration period. This means that no resistance to motion will be developed nor needed to raise the supported structure, keeping nearly the same degree of structure-ground decoupling along the excitation time history.
To mathematically express the restoring force, F bR , let us consider a unidirectional horizontal motion of the RNC isolator along the x-axis. As shown in Fig. 5 the rolling surfaces of the RNC isolator quasi-elliptical core fit perfectly with an ellipse having a major horizontal axis of length 2a and a minor vertical axis of length 2b, Fig. 5(a) . The eccentricity of the elliptical core is expressed as
Consider Fig. 5 (a) and (b) where the elliptical rolling body is in rolled position between flat base mass and flat foundation. The motion is characterized by the following variables: θ r ¼ tan
where x r and y r are the horizontal and vertical displacements of the center of gravity (CG) relative to ground, respectively; θ r is the rotation angle of the rolling body; x b is the horizontal displacement of the isolator or the base mass relative to the ground; p ¼ a sin θ sin θ r þ b cos θ cos θ r is half the vertical distance between the lower and upper contact points [points A and B in 
where c ¼ a sin θ cos θ r À b cos θ sin θ r is half the horizontal distance between the upper and lower contact points. Note that the right hand side of Eq. (7) contains a special function known as an elliptic integral of the second kind. The value of this integral is available in standard charts and tables [32] knowing e and θ.
Eq. (7) gives a design tool for the rolling body geometry. For a given value of e and θ, Eq. (7) allows us to calculate the corresponding horizontal base displacement x b . In this study, for a particular value of the base displacement, x b , the value of θ is obtained by trial and error along with the use of standard tables.
The total horizontal recentering restoring force of the RNC isolator, F bR , may be described as if composed of two components: (1) inertial component, F bRi , which is the force transmitted to the base mass due to the inertia forces of the isolator core and (2) gravitational component, F bRw , which is a result of the developed eccentricity between the vertical lines of actions of the downward structural weight W s , isolator rolling core weight W r and their upward reactions. This can be mathematically expressed as
To determine the inertial component, F bRi , let us consider the equilibrium of inertia forces acting on the rolling core, Fig. 5(c) . Then, F bRi is expressed as
where m r and J r are the mass and the moment of inertia of the rolling body, respectively, and € x g is the ground acceleration. Due to the curvatures of the inner faces of the upper and lower bearing plates (see Fig. 6 ) that prevent the vertical uplift of the supported structure along the whole time history of the earthquake, Eq. (5) becomes y r ¼ p À b ¼ 0 and Eq. (9) reduces to
To determine the other gravitational component of the recentering force, F bRw , let us consider Fig. 5(d) . By equating the moments about B to zero, the force F bRw is expressed as
The total recentering restoring force is then expressed in the form:
Buffer restoring component of RNC isolator
The third component of the restoring force, F bB , is attributable to the two right-angle grooves, which are cut out from the quasiellipsoidal core, together with the vertical edge-walls of the the upper and lower bearing plates, see Fig. 6 . Upon reaching the maximum deformed position, a perfect lock is formed smoothly by means of those three components: the core, the upper and lower bearing plates, Fig. 6 (a) and (c). At that extreme deformed condition, the RNC isolator core works as a restrained, at both ends, inclined rigid link member that allows for no more isolator motion, as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (c).
Two main objectives are beyond the integration of the buffer mechanism into the RNC isolator. The first objective is to limit the isolator displacement under extreme (low-probability) earthquakes to a previously selected design displacement, x des , as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (c). That design displacement, x des , is normally selected to accommodate a travel distance a bit larger than that which would occur during the design earthquakes. The second target of the buffer mechanism is to prevent pounding of the isolated structure itself with the surrounding structures and to limit the possible pounding (if any) to be only within the own body of the solid RNC isolator.
To express mathematically the third component of the restoring force caused by buffer, F bB , two cases have to be considered: (1) if the isolator, or the isolated base, displacement x b due to ground motion excitation is less than the design displacement x des , the restoring buffer force component F bB is set to zero and (2) if the isolator displacement exceeds the previously set design displacement x des , the buffer restoring force F bB becomes nonzero and proportional to the buffer stiffness k B . Such nonlinear forcedisplacement relationship of the restoring buffer force component F bB is expressed mathematically as
Combining the above three components of the RNC isolator's restoring forces F bH , F bR and F bB , a general expression of the overall restoring force, F b , of the RNC isolator is expressed as follows:
A schematic plot of the hysteretic force-displacement relationship of RNC isolator is shown in Fig. 7 . It is clear that the main controlling parameters of the hysteresis loop shape are as follows:
Yield strength F y of the hysteretic metallic yield dampers. Maximum restoring forces (F bH þ F bR ) and ðF bH þ F bR þF bB Þ. Maximum displacement D max . Elastic (pre-yield) stiffness k e defined as F y =D y . Plastic (post-yield) stiffness k p . Effective stiffness k eff defined as F bÀmax =D max . Buffer stiffness k B . Characteristic strength Q. The yielding exponent n, which controls the curvature at the hysteresis loop corners. Fig. 8 shows a schematic diagram of the RNC-isolated linear multistory structure used in this study. The structure is symmetric 3D building of 5 bays, each of 8.0 m span, with double end cantilevers, each of 2.5 m length, in each horizontal direction. It has 8 floors plus the isolated base floor with a typical story height of 3.0 m. The base isolated structure is modeled as a shear type supported on 36 heavy-load RNC isolators, one under each column. Each floor has 2 lateral displacement degrees of freedom (DOF) beside one rotational DOF around the vertical axis. However, due to the symmetry of the 3D structure, only one horizontal displacement DOF is considered at each floor and is excited by a single horizontal component of earthquake ground motion in its direction. The superstructure is considered to remain within the elastic limit during the earthquake excitation and impact phenomenon. The construction material of the isolated structure is normal-weight reinforced concrete with a total material volume of 4068.36 m 3 and the structure has a total weight of 10,170.90 tons. The foundation of structure is assumed to be rigid and supported on rocky soil. The RNC isolator may have three main forms as shown in Fig. 1 . In this study, the heavy loads form shown in Fig. 1(c) is used to safely support the heavy column reactions. The designed RNC isolator for this study is 1.45 m high. The outer diameter of the upper and lower bearing steel plates is 2.73 m. It is provided with 8 hysteretic mild steel dampers of the shape shown in Fig. 1 , each has a diameter of 5.0 cm. This RNC isolator design allows for a horizontal design displacement Δ of 53.0 cm, after which the integrated buffer stops the motion through impact within the lock mechanism shown in Fig. 2 . As shown in Fig. 1(c) , the heavy load form of the RNC isolator is provided with a hollow elastomeric cylinder around the rolling body to represent the main load carrying capacity, while the rolling body itself works as a secondary support in this case. The inner and outer diameters of the hollow elastomeric cylinder are 1.73 m and 2.33 m, respectively. This elastomeric part was initially designed to follow some available recommendations of the Uniform Building Code [33] and AASHTO [34] . At the end, the designed RNC isolator for this study can support up to 4000.0 kN vertically.
Modeling of isolated structure
The buffer mechanism of the RNC isolator is self-activated if the peak lateral displacement of the device exceeds a chosen design displacement for the device by the designer. In other respects, the buffer mechanism is not activated. To demonstrate graphically the total restoring force, F b , of the RNC isolator considering selfactivating and/or deactivating its buffer mechanism, two RNC isolators having design displacements, x des , of 300 mm and 500 mm were designed. The RNC-isolated superstructure is then excited by the Northridge ground motion considering the two designed isolators separately. The outputs are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10 considering the two cases of buffer activation (x des ¼ 300 mm) and buffer deactivation (x des ¼ 500 mm), respectively. In Fig. 9 (a) and (d), the peak isolator displacement exceeded the design displacement of 300 mm of the first RNC isolator at certain time instants. Therefore, the buffer mechanism was activated automatically showing two shocks, one in each side, along the excitation time history as shown in Fig. 9 (e). The addition of Fig. 9(b) and (e) against the isolator shear displacement Fig. 9 (a) or (d) forms the total restoring force-displacement relationship of the RNC isolator in this case as in Fig. 9(c) . It is clear that just after exceeding the design displacement of the isolator, the force increases significantly with a slight increase in displacement, which depends mainly on the buffer stiffness, k B . Considering the other case by using the RNC isolator with having design displacement of 500 mm under the Northridge earthquake, the peak isolator displacement was found below the chosen design displacement, as demonstrated in Fig. 10(a) and (d) . Therefore, the buffer mechanism was not activated. As a result, no shocks were developed, as shown in Fig. 10(e) . This means that the total restoring force-displacement relationship, shown in Fig. 10(c) , is smooth hysteretic loops as a result of zero buffer pounding forces, Fig. 10 (e).
Passive mode: inherent hysteretic damping
The RNC isolator is provided with a set of triple-curvature metallic yield dampers as shown in Fig. 1 , which render the device a hysteretic behavior [18, 19] . Such curvatures are designed to allow for smooth extension and contraction of dampers during motion, provide adequate length of dampers to allow unrestrained rolling motion of the rolling body up to the buffer and to reduce or avoid stress concentrations at bends in order to increase the dampers working life. In order to estimate the effective damping provided by the RNC isolator used in this study, the isolator is modeled using the finite element analysis software ADINA [35] . Then it is subjected to cyclic horizontal shear displacement at different shear strain amplitudes up to 100% at loading frequency of 1 Hz. The resulting shear force-displacement relationship is plotted against the shear strain amplitudes in Fig. 11 . From these hysteresis loops, the effective damping ξ of the RNC isolator were calculated using the following relationship:
where F max is the peak value of the shear force, d max is the peak value of the shear displacement, A loop is the hysteresis loop area, and η is a factor depending on the chosen number of metallic yield dampers.
Eq. (15) is provided by Ref. [36] for hysteretic seismic isolation systems similar to the RNC isolator, but after neglecting the resulting pounding peaks due to buffer activation. Based on a profound analytical and numerical simulation studies, such equation is modified in this paper by introducing the factor η to account for the number of metallic yield dampers, which are the main source of stiffness and damping in the RNC isolator.
The damping ratio is plotted as a function of the shear strain in Fig. 12 , where the damping ratio goes up rapidly to a relatively high value of 48.76% then remains almost constant as the shear strain increases. In this section, the possibility of this high damping ratio, provided by the low-cost metallic yield dampers, to limit the bearing displacement to be within affordable limits is investigated under the NF earthquakes of Section 2.
Three structures are employed in the parametric study performed in this section: the one described in Section 4; the same structure but one time is 25% lighter in weight and the other time is 25% heavier. This to investigate the influence of the isolated structural weight on bearing displacement and pounding intensity. On the other hand, to investigate the influence of the provided amount of hysteretic damping by the RNC isolator on the bearing displacement and consequently on pounding, four designs of the RNC isolator of the form mentioned in Section 4 are considered. These four isolator designs provide different amount of hysteretic damping that, relatively, ranges from low to high damping and referred to as RNC-1, RNC-2, RNC-3 and RNC-4, respectively. They provide damping ratios of 10%, 20%, 30% and 40%, respectively. Then, all the RNC-isolated structures are subjected to the five earthquakes of Section 2, one at a time, and the resulting bearing displacements as well as the pounding forces are displayed in Fig. 13 . Each earthquake is referred to by its serial number found in the first column from left of Table 1. All the response quantities in this section are obtained by simulating the RNC-isolated structures using the structural finite element software SAP2000 [37] together with MATLAB [38] . The RNC isolator is modeled by activating the Plastic-Wen hysteretic element, where the buffer mechanism is represented by a nonlinear gap element. The structure floors were modeled as rigid horizontal diaphragms while the columns are modeled with zero axial deformation and the structural mass is lumped at floor levels.
The bearing displacements of RNC isolators RNC-1, RNC-2, RNC-3 and RNC-4 are displayed in Fig. 13(a), (b) , (e), and (f), respectively. The corresponding pounding forces are shown in Fig. 13(c), (d), (g) , and (h), respectively. It seems evident that increasing the isolator hysteretic damping produces a decrease in the bearing displacement and consequently alleviates the pounding intensity, although the heavier isolated structures are less responsive to increasing the isolator hysteretic damping. Fig. 13 also demonstrates that pounding is always more intense in the case of isolated heavy structures, even if they exhibit closer bearing displacements to those of isolated lighter structures. Moreover, the pounding intensity is directly proportional to the amount of extra base displacement beyond the bearing design displacement Δ. Fig. 13 . Effect of structural weight and hysteretic damping on bearing displacement and pounding intensity: (a) bearing displacement using RNC-1 isolator; (b) bearing displacement using RNC-2 isolator; (c) pounding force using RNC-1 isolator; (d) pounding force using RNC-2 isolator; (e) bearing displacement using RNC-3 isolator; (f) bearing displacement using RNC-4 isolator; (g) pounding force using RNC-3 isolator; and (g) pounding force using RNC-4 isolator.
NF ground motions are rich in long period frequencies. This can lead to resonance conditions with seismically isolated structures of long fundamental periods causing undesirable higher bearing displacements. Such resonance seems obvious in this study under the first two earthquakes, particularly, using RNC-1 and RNC-2 isolators. Although the Kocaeli and Imperial Valley earthquakes have the lowest PGA in Table 1 , the resulting bearing displacements are the highest, even are higher than those produced by the San Fernando earthquake, which has the highest PGA among the used earthquakes. This is mainly attributed to the close structural and loading, dominant, frequencies.
Based on the above results, adding more hysteretic damping to the RNC isolator improves the behavior of the isolated structures in terms of reducing the bearing displacements and the resulting pounding intensity, if there is any. But, practically, this solution should not obstruct the isolator itself to achieve efficient isolation regarding reducing the peak absolute structural accelerations. To investigate that, the corresponding peak absolute structural accelerations of the case study shown in Fig. 13 are obtained and listed in Table 2 . The performance measure is taken as the reduction percentage of acceleration responses. This percentage (%) is expressed as
where € x fixedÀbase is the peak acceleration of fixed-base structure and €
x RNCÀisolated is the peak acceleration of RNC-isolated structure. The negative values of % in Table 2 indicate the undesired negative effect of pounding on structural accelerations. From this table, the following conclusions could be drawn:
1. Increasing the isolator hysteretic damping slightly reduces the peak accelerations of the isolated structure. 2. Intense pounding of an isolated structure results in structural accelerations higher than those of its fixed base case. This becomes more obvious in structures with relatively light weight. 3. Increasing the isolator hysteretic damping can remarkably attenuate the undesirable increase of the structural accelerations due to pounding. 4. The RNC isolator can achieve high levels of structural accelerations reduction, especially under severe ground motions. 5. Where there is no pounding, isolation of light-weight structures is less efficient under low-intensity earthquakes compared to heavier structures under the same earthquakes. This isolation efficiency becomes higher under more severe earthquakes showing similar behavior to that of heavier structures under such strong earthquakes.
To make the above items 2-4 more clear, a sample of the absolute structural acceleration time history response is shown in Fig. 15 . Lowest response quantities of the RNC-isolated structure considering the appropriate RNC isolator characteristics to achieve isolation without any pounding at a seismic gap of 38 cm and a RNC isolator design displacement of 30 cm: (a) peak absolute structural acceleration under Kobe earthquake; (b) peak response quantities under Kobe earthquake; (c) peak absolute structural acceleration under Northridge earthquake; (d) peak response quantities under Northridge earthquake; (e) peak absolute structural acceleration under San Fernando earthquake; (f) peak response quantities under San Fernando earthquake. Fig. 14(a) for the normal weight structure and RNC-1 isolator under earthquake 2, considering three cases: (1) fixed-base structure; (2) isolated structure with buffer mechanism; and (3) isolated structure without buffer mechanism. The corresponding pounding force in case 2, considering the buffer mechanism, is plotted in Fig. 14(b) . Fig. 14(a) shows that the absence of buffer mechanism leads to significant reduction of structural accelerations contrary to the case of considering the buffer mechanism, where the structural accelerations are not only amplified but also the structure suffers high pounding force as demonstrated in Fig. 14(b) . This represents the undesirable effects of buffer mechanism. However, if the RNCisolated structure is designed to endure the exceptional high accelerations due to pounding, this will preserve structural safety, prevent occupants' injury and properties' damage under severe earthquakes stronger than the design earthquake. Certainly, this obtained benefit after incorporating the buffer mechanism is priceless under such catastrophic earthquakes. Another advantage which makes the inner pounding preferable to the potential pounding with the surrounding moat wall or an adjacent structure is that the RNC isolator distributes any possible pounding regularly on the in-plan floor area of the isolated floor mass. This prevents local concentration of the overall pounding at one or more points or over a certain edge length in the case of using surrounding moat walls. Moreover, the rebound velocities of the superstructure after pounding are expected to be lower using the RNC isolators because of the large number of their metallic yield dampers, contrary to the case of pounding with rigid moat walls. Fig. 14 shows the negative effect of buffer activation on structural accelerations. Such negative effect could be minimized using a RNC isolator with optimized characteristics for each excitation. Such optimization of isolator characteristics is carried out in this paper by trial and error method for the Kobe, Northridge and San Fernando earthquakes. The three optimization criteria are: (1) entire avoidance of direct seismic pounding of RNC-isolated superstructure with adjacent structures; (2) entire avoidance of pounding of the RNC isolator; and (3) achieving the maximum structural response reductions under limited seismic gaps. Fig. 15 demonstrates the resulting reductions in peak structural responses using the most adequate design of the RNC isolator under each of the three NF ground motions. The main outcome of this figure is that the RNC isolator is able to reduce the peak structural response quantities to a reasonably accepted degree at very small isolation periods under severe NF earthquakes and limited seismic gaps with absolutely no structure-to-structure pounding nor RNC inner pounding. Such small isolation periods of the RNC isolator, which have achieved response reductions up to 69%, represent around one-half or onethird the required isolation periods of other seismic isolation systems to initiate efficient isolation.
Hybrid RNC isolator
Under severe seismic excitations, the suspended base of the RNC-isolated structure may arrive at the end of the isolator design displacement Δ when the structure still has considerable kinetic energy, due to high base velocity, causing severe pounding. In this section, the RNC isolator is allowed to behave as a purely passive isolation system, with hysteretic damping, within a specific (prescribed) range below the design bearing displacement Δ as denoted in Fig. 2 by Δ p or stage 1. Then active control force is applied to the isolated base from the end of stage 1 up to the end of stage 2 as denoted by Δ h , after which pounding will take place.
The resulting hybrid isolation system, shown in Fig. 16 , aims to reduce the bearing displacement and represents an alternative or even a supplementary approach to that presented in Section 5. Let u and x b denote the active control force and the horizontal isolated base displacement, respectively. In mathematical form, this strategy may be expressed as if jx b jo Δ p ; u is deactivated ðpassive modeÞ else jx b j Z Δ p ; u is activated ðhybrid modeÞ ð 17Þ
Modeling of hybrid RNC-isolated structure
The equations of motion of an N-story linear shear type superstructure subjected to earthquake excitation is written in the matrix form as
where M s , K s , and C s are the N Â N mass, stiffness and damping matrices of the superstructure, respectively; x s ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; …; x N g T is the relative displacement vector of the superstructure; _ x s and € x s are the relative velocity and acceleration vectors, respectively; x j ðj ¼ 1; 2; …; NÞ is the lateral displacement of the jth floor relative to the base mass; f1g ¼ f1; 1; 1; …; 1g
T is the influence coefficient vector; € x b is the relative acceleration of the base mass; and € x g is the earthquake ground acceleration.
The equation of motion of the base mass is given by
where m b is the suspended mass of the base raft; c 1 and k 1 are the damping and stiffness of the first story, respectively; η is the total number of RNC isolators; F b is the restoring force transmitted to the suspended base mass by a single RNC isolator and u is the active control force. The RNC isolator restoring force F b is represented by Eq. (14) as explained in Section 3.
Controler design
Two active control laws are considered in this study. The first is a simple static discontinuous active bang-bang type control, which was developed using only the measurement of velocity of the suspended base floor of an isolated structure as a feedback information [27] . The control force is expressed as
where ρ is a design parameter and _ x b is the velocity of the suspended base floor of the isolated structure.
The second controller is based on using a passive static hyperbolic function depending only on the base floor velocity [39] . This function ensures energy dissipation capability with always bounded control force. The control law is
where ρ40 and a 40 are design parameters.
Parametric study
Using the RNC isolator, the probable pounding (if any) will take place within the isolator components when the displacement of the suspended base floor reaches the end of the bearing design displacement Δ with considerable amount of kinetic energy. The undesirable pounding effects are then reflected first on the suspended base floor, as the first structural part connected to the RNC isolator, then spread through the isolated structure. Combining active control force to the passive RNC isolator is studied in this section as a possible alternative or supplementary means of reducing the isolated base floor displacement to alleviate or even eliminate pounding. The efficiency of both control laws given by Eqs. (20) and (21) was examined in terms of bearing displacement. Then, the influence of the resulting overall hybrid isolation system, shown in Fig. 16 , on the isolation efficiency is investigated in terms of peak structural absolute acceleration.
The three isolated structures of Section 5 are studied along with only the RNC-1 isolator under earthquakes 1, 2, 4 and 5. Active control force is applied to the base over the whole range of the bearing design displacement Δ, such that Δ p ¼ ½1 cmÀ Δ cm with an increment of 1 cm. This to investigate the variation of the peak bearing displacement against the ratio Δ p =Δ, which represents the percentage of design displacement Δ over which the RNC isolator is purely passive, while it becomes hybrid isolation system over the remaining percentage of Δ. Fig. 17 shows the variation of the resulting peak bearing displacements against the ratio Δ p =Δ under four earthquakes considering the first control law given by Eq. (20) . The second control law, given by Eq. (21), is considered in Fig. 18 .
In Fig. 17 , although the structural behavior is different under the four earthquakes, there is a similar general trend of all curves. The integration of active control with the passive RNC isolator at smaller Δ p =Δ ratios leads to a more effective hybrid RNC isolator in reducing the bearing displacement than at larger Δ p =Δ ratios. This means that the larger the Δ h over which the RNC isolator is hybrid, the wider the range over which the bearing displacement can change its direction before coming to the end of design displacement limit Δ. The hybrid RNC isolator is also able to reduce bearing displacements at higher Δ p =Δ ratios, but in this case the remaining displacement range is not enough for changing the direction of motion before reaching the design displacement limit Δ, which means that pounding will happen but more probably with less intensity.
The second control law is tuned to produce the same average control force produced by the first control law. Then it is used to reproduce the above study of Fig. 17 , and the results are represented in Fig. 18 using a control force of nearly three times that of the first control law. Fig. 18(a) shows a similar general trend to that demonstrated in Fig. 17 . The other response curves of Fig. 18(b) -(d) are more flat and prove the ability of the hybrid RNC isolator to obtain bearing displacements lower than the design limit Δ to avoid pounding but on the account of much higher control forces.
To examine how practical is the hybrid RNC isolator, its influence on the isolation efficiency is investigated under earthquakes 1 and 2 considering the peak absolute structural acceleration as a performance measure. The three structures of different masses are included in this study. For each structure, the range of active control forces, using the first control law in Eq. (20) , is applied to the isolated base at three different values of the ratio Δ p =Δ. These values are 20%, 50% and 80%. They are chosen to represent the early, fair and late integration of the active control forces to the passive RNC isolator to form a hybrid isolation system, respectively. The bearing displacement, pounding force (if any) and the peak absolute acceleration corresponding to every control force are obtained and listed in Table 3 under earthquake  1 and Table 4 under earthquake 2. The obtained acceleration responses, considering the buffer mechanism, are compared to those of the cases of RNC-isolated structures without buffer and fixed-base structures. The extensive study listed in Tables 3 and 4 leads to the following conclusions:
1. The early incorporation of active control forces to the RNC isolator leads to the best results in terms of avoiding pounding and obtaining structural accelerations lower than those of the fixed-base case using low control forces. On the other hand, the later incorporation of such active control forces cannot lead to satisfactory results even by using much higher values active control forces. 2. Increasing the control force leads to less efficient seismic isolation as the peak structural acceleration in this case exceeds that of the fixed-base case. This is mainly attributed to the more added rigidity to the isolation system, which certainly decreases the degree of structure-ground decoupling. Such increasing isolator rigidity enables more seismic forces to be transmitted into the isolated structure. 4. At the same control force, the bearing displacement remarkably increases with the structural mass.
5. At the same ratio of Δ p =Δ, heavier structures are more susceptible to intense pounding forces than lighter structures.
Conclusions
In this paper, the problem of passive and hybrid mitigation of potential inner pounding of a self-braking seismic isolation device under near-fault earthquakes has been addressed. That isolation device is a recently proposed one and is referred to as roll-n-cage (RNC) isolator. It was configured to have a built-in buffer (braking) mechanism that limits the peak isolator displacements under severe earthquakes and to prevent adjacent structural pounding. Such unique feature of the RNC isolator has been studied under nearfault destructive earthquakes, under which isolators may behave poorly as these earthquakes are rich in large long-period displacement and velocity pulses. This leads to undesired large isolators' displacements, which even destabilize the isolated structures or cause severe damage due to adjacent structural pounding. The RNC isolator was designed to avoid those problems through the integrated buffer mechanism. The main negative side effect of that mechanism is the resulting potential pounding, which has been minimized in this study via controlling the isolator's displacement using purely passive and hybrid techniques. In the passive RNC isolator mode, the effect of increasing the inherent isolator's hysteretic damping (up to a certain limit) on pounding has been investigated. In the hybrid RNC isolator mode, active control force was supplemented to the purely passive RNC isolator at a certain base displacement as a function of the measured velocity of the isolated base mass. The base velocity was chosen since it influences the kinetic energy of the isolated structure, which in turn controls the degree of severity of the potential inner RNC isolator's pounding. The hybrid RNC isolator intends to provide a non-limited mean to reduce the isolator displacements of the cases that still exhibit pounding after reaching the extent, after which the passive mode becomes limited and incapable to control base displacement. Regarding the isolation efficiency, the influence of both passive RNC isolator with increasing hysteretic damping and the hybrid isolation system on the isolation efficiency was investigated in terms of reducing the peak structural absolute acceleration. Based on the performed study, the following conclusions were drawn:
1. Increasing the isolator hysteretic damping decreases the bearing displacement and consequently alleviates the pounding intensity. The values highlighted in bold, which are 0, mean that the pounding force is 0, so that pounding is not produced.
2. The heavy-weight isolated structures are less responsive to increasing the isolator hysteretic damping than the lightweight ones. 3. Pounding is always more intense in the case of isolated heavy structures, even if they exhibit closer bearing displacements to those of isolated lighter structures. 4. Pounding intensity is directly proportional to the amount of extra base displacement beyond the bearing design displacement. 5. Increasing the isolator hysteretic damping slightly reduces the peak accelerations of the isolated structure. 6. Intense pounding of an isolated structure results in structural accelerations higher than those of its fixed base case. This becomes more obvious in structures with relatively light weight. 7. Increasing the isolator hysteretic damping can remarkably attenuate the undesirable increase of the structural accelerations due to pounding. 8. The RNC isolator can achieve high levels of structural accelerations reduction, especially under severe ground motions. 9. Where there is no pounding, isolation of light-weight structures is less efficient under low-intensity earthquakes compared to heavier structures under the same earthquakes. This isolation efficiency becomes higher under more severe earthquakes showing similar behavior to that of heavier structures under such strong earthquakes. 10. The early incorporation of active control forces to the RNC isolator leads to the best results in terms of avoiding pounding and obtaining structural accelerations lower than those of the fixed-base case using low control forces. On the other hand, the later incorporation of such active control forces cannot lead to satisfactory results even by using much higher values of active control forces. 11. Increasing the control force leads to less efficient seismic isolation as the peak structural acceleration in this case exceeds that of the fixed-base case. This is mainly attributed to the more added rigidity to the isolation system, which certainly decreases the degree of structure-ground decoupling. Such increasing isolator rigidity enables more seismic forces to be transmitted into the isolated structure. 12. Pounding intensity (if any) greatly increases as the structural mass increases. 13. At the same control force, the bearing displacement remarkably increases with the structural mass. 14. Heavier structures are more susceptible to intense pounding forces than lighter structures. The values highlighted in bold, which are 0, mean that the pounding force is 0, so that pounding is not produced.
